
TITAN SERIES
DEHUMIDIFYING

AIR HANDLING UNITS
(DAHU)

The most innovative
commercial cannabis HVACD

system on the market.

Unit Models (CFM): 3800, 4000, 6400, 7200, 9200, 14000, CUSTOM
Configurations: Vertical, Horizontal, RTU

Patent #: 10925219
Made in the USA



Dehumidifying Air-Handler
Units (DAHU)

PURPOSE-DESIGNED, PURPOSE-BUILTA1 PROCESS

PURPOSE-DESIGNED, PURPOSE-BUILT

The DAHUs by Adaptiiv Grow Technologies are revolutionary 3-in-1 cooling, dehumidification, and heating units 
designed for commercial cannabis cultivation. This purpose-built unit is designed for non-static load environments 
(i.e. varying load conditions). Its innovative design uses a built-in energy recovery system that utilizes both the warm 
air from grow environment, and cold air from dehumidification process, to e�ciently regulate the temperature and 
RH of any grow environment.

Warmer, humid air from the grow room passes through the filtered return and into the first pass of the plate type 
heat exchanger for pre-cooling the air stream and for initial condensing and water removal.
The Adaptiiv Advantage to this process is the initial pre-cooling, condensing and water generation by regenerative 
thermal exchange are “free” and involve no additional equipment.

A2 PROCESS
The pre-cooled air stream passes over the primary cooling coils twice for final cooling, condensing, and rapid water 
removal from the air. The advantage to treating pre-conditioned air is the e�ciency in using much smaller 
compressors that are half of the size.

A4 PROCESS
Precisely conditioned air is supplied back to the grow room at desired set points. The Adaptiiv dehumidifying air 
handling units (DAHU) allow for modulating capacity to meet the most aggressive conditions for production indoor 
cannabis cultivation.

A3 PROCESS
The conditioned and dry air is drawn back through the opposite side of the plate type heat exchanger. Here, the 
cooled air has a chance to mix and absorb some heat from the incoming/return air (A1) to temper the air stream 
continuously before it is supplied back into the grow room environment. In the dark cycle, the incoming/return air is 
not warm to mix and absorb with the cooled air before it is supplied back to the grow room. Our advantage over the 
competition is the free heat energy we utilize for the re-heat process to temper or trim the dehumidified air stream 
in the dark cycle. The Adaptiiv Advantage is the utilization of the free heat energy removed from the liquid cooled 
LED lights for the supplemental reheat process into the secondary heating coil. This means there is no additional 
energy required to re-heat the dehumidified air before it is supplied back into the grow room environment.

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

3-in-1 patented design that combines cooling, 
dehumidification and heating

Designed for seamless integration with Adaptiiv’s Liquid 
Cooled LED’s and SAAM Facility Control Platform

Re-purpose light waste heat for re-heat/dehumidification 
process

Increase Canopy Footprint w/ multiple configurations 
(horizontal, vertical, RTU)

No built-in compressor

COOLING DEHU HEATING IoT/SAAM
ENABLED
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Specifications & Features

TITAN SERIES

Unit Model

Estimated Number of AGT1000w Lights

Estimated Number of AGT640w Lights

Latent Capacity - Water Removed (24/hrs)

Nominal Tonnage

Airflow (CFM) w/ VFD Control

Electrical Data (Volts/Phase/HZ)

Control Voltage

External Voltage

Minimum Circuit Amperage (MCA)

Maximum Overcurrent Protection (MOCP)

Cabinet Options

Dimensions (L” x W” x H”)

Unit Weight (LBS)

AGT3800

47

69

102 lbs/hr

13 Tons

3800

460/3/60

120

24

13

17.5

AGT4000

49

72

108 lbs/hr

13.5 Tons

4000

460/3/60

120

24

17

20

AGT6400

85

125

152 lbs/hr

23 Tons

6400

460/3/60

120

24

16

20

AGT 7200

94

135

148 lbs/hr

25 Tons

7200

460/3/60

120

24

24

30

AGT9200

115

168

255 lbs/hr

31 Tons

9200

460/3/60

120

24

24

30

AGT14K

185

270

300 lbs/hr

50 Tons

14000

460/3/60

120

24

46

50

VERTICAL, HORIZONTAL, RTU

Fan Manufacturer

Program Logic Controller

Communication Protocol

Heat Exchanger

Air Filter Type

Configuration

Warranty

Rosenberg

ALC SE6166sp

BACnet

Energy Recovery Module

2” Pleated; MERV 8

Single unit

1 Year Standard

60" x 50" x 130"

(x2 2000) (x2 3200) (x2 3600) (x2 4600) (x4 3500)

72" x 50" x 132" 120" x 66" x 90" 90" x 66" x 144" 120" x 50" x 138" 120" x 72" x 182"

4,000 3,550 4,300 4,900 5,200 7,500

DEHUMIDIFYING AIR-HANDLER UNITS (DAHU)


